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April 2022 
In this issue:
First of all, since COVID-19 is still 

continuing, the Embassy Desk hopes that 

the personnel of your Embassy and their 

families are in good health.

As longtime trusted legal advisors to many 
Embassies and Consulates, the specialist 
lawyers of our Embassy desk inform you 
regularly on important rules and regulations 
regarding Dutch labour law, contract law and 
real estate law in the Netherlands. 

In this newsletter, we will discuss when 
(the personnel of) your Embassy can invoke 
diplomatic immunity. In addition, we will 
pay attention to your obligations as employer 
regarding #MeToo and other unacceptable 
behaviour that might occur at your Embassy.

Diplomatic 
immunity
Immunity is, and has always been, a 

hot topic for Embassies. Diplomats and 

diplomatic buildings enjoy diplomatic 

immunity and inviolability. This is how 

countries show that they respect each 

other’s sovereignty and independence and 

help building friendly relations. Immunity 

also allows the countries’ representatives 

to maintain international affairs without 

the fear of having to face legal proceedings 

or prosecution. This immunity could have 

far-reaching consequences. For example, 

someone can hide in an Embassy of a 

country with which no extradition treaty 

exists to avoid prosecution or legal action.
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Another example is a (fatal) car accident. 

When ambassadors cause a (fatal) car 

accident, they cannot be criminally 

prosecuted due to immunity. Countries can 

try to get the immunity lifted but this often 

has no success. 

We advised several countries in cases 

regarding immunity. This concerned for 

instance immunity invoked by diplomatic 

personnel, disputes about whether 

Ambassadors should appear in court, and 

advice regarding whether the property of 

Embassies may be seized. 

But what exactly is diplomatic immunity and 

to whom does it apply? Can diplomats or 

diplomatic institutions be faced with limits 

of diplomatic immunity and inviolability? 

And what are the consequences of 

diplomatic immunity for citizens dealing 

with diplomatic institutions and diplomats? 

What is diplomatic immunity 
and to whom does it apply?

Diplomatic immunity 

Diplomatic immunity means that Embassies, 

Consulates, diplomats and their family 

members are not subject to the legal 

authority of the receiving state. But even 

though the laws and regulations of the host 

state do not apply to them, they are still 

expected to respect the law in the receiving 

state and abide by it.

Official and personal actions 

Not all actions performed by the diplomatic 

service are subject to  state immunity. There 

is a difference between official actions (acta 

iure imperii) and personal/private actions 

(acta iure gestionis). Only the official actions 

of a diplomatic mission are subject to state 

immunity.

We have provided advice in multiple cases 

regarding private actions of Embassies. To 

give but one example, if an Embassy orders 

printing paper from an office supply store 

around the corner and the bill remains 

unpaid, the store could take legal action 

against the Embassy. Not all countries 

make this distinction in immunity. Some 

countries are still convinced that all actions 

of diplomats are covered by the immunity.
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Level of immunity

Embassy staff enjoys a different level of 

immunity than an Ambassador or  

Consul-General. 

The different levels of immunity are due to 

the role a person has. The Ambassador and/

or Consul-General enjoy full immunity for 

their duties and personal actions. However, 

the technical and official Embassy staff only 

enjoys immunity for their official duties. This 

means they can face prosecution for their 

personal actions.

Diplomatic inviolability

In addition to diplomatic immunity, there is 

also diplomatic inviolability. This means that 

the premises of diplomatic missions may not 

be entered, searched and the property may 

not be seized. Persons may not be arrested 

on the premises. 

Embassies (or their states) may be involved 

in legal proceedings. We have advised 

in several cases where immunity played 

an important role. For example, in legal 

proceedings regarding dismissal of staff or 

lease disputes. Judgments in such cases 

may not be enforced because of diplomatic 

inviolability.

Rules and regulations

These and other rules concerning diplomatic 

immunity are established in the 1961 

Vienna Convention and the 1963 Vienna 

Convention. These are followed by the 

European Convention on State immunity 

(1972) and the United Nations Convention 

on Jurisdictional Immunities of States and 

Their Property (2004).

These conventions have been ratified by 

fewer countries than the Vienna conventions. 

However, these conventions can still give the 

court an impression of what is regarded as 

ius commune (customary international law), 

in cases that have not been, or in less detail, 

governed by the Vienna convention.

After having discussed the legal framework 

regarding diplomatic immunity, the question 

arises whether immunity can be invoked 

in case of commercial transactions such 

as buying, selling and leasing real estate, 

and the delivery of goods. How does this 

work? Can rules governing the relations 

between countries be invoked in commercial 

transactions or do commercial transactions 

need to be seen a personal/private actions? 
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Real estate and commercial 
contracts

Representatives of Embassies and 

Consulates may conclude commercial 

contracts on behalf of the missions. Does 

state immunity apply to such commercial 

contracts as well? 

As mentioned above, states and Embassies 

only enjoy immunity for their official 

activities. Immunity is restricted when a 

state or Embassy is involved in commercial 

activities. Whether a state or Embassy can 

invoke immunity mainly depends on the 

reason for the conclusion of the contract.

In principle, no official action

In principle, concluding a commercial 

contract does not qualify as an official 

action, but as a private/personal action. 

This means the contract will fall under the 

acta iure gestionis and thus, in principle, 

state immunity does not apply. Foreign 

governments that enter into an ordinary 

commercial transaction with a trader must 

thus honour their obligations like any other 

trader. If they fail to do so, starting point is 

that they should be subject to the same laws 

and amenable to the same tribunals as other 

traders. 

Nature of the contract

To determine if a contract is a commercial 

contract in the sense of acta iure gestionis, 

it is necessary to look at the nature and 

purpose of the contract.

Some commercial contracts can contribute 

to preserving the Embassy or Consulate. 

As a result they will fall under the scope 

of acta iure imperii. Purchasing or leasing 

an Embassy building or residence of the 

ambassador or senior diplomats belong to 

the latter category. However, if an economic 

attaché decides to build a real estate 

portfolio in his temporary place of residence, 

immunity will not apply. If the property is 

meant as accommodation for diplomats, the 

portfolio may, however, well be covered by 

immunity. Immunity of a building means 

that if an Embassy or state leaves its bills 

unpaid, creditors cannot seize the property 

or any other goods that are a part of the 

diplomatic mission.

Before, we dealt with the invoking of 

immunity in case of private contracts/

actions, such as commercial transactions. 

But what about immunity in case of 

employment at an Embassy or Consulate? 
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Employment law and social 
security

Employment law is an area with limited 

immunity. According to customary 

international law, concluding an employment 

contract falls under acta iure gestionis. 

Therefore, immunity does not apply. 

Exceptions

However, there are situations where an 

Embassy enjoys immunity. For instance, 

if an employee has the nationality of the 

sending state or his or her common place 

of residence is not in the receiving state, 

state immunity also applies. In addition, an 

Embassy can invoke immunity if it refers to 

its own national security. Acts of extending 

visas and issuing passports do not qualify 

as matters of national security. Only when 

an employee has access to sensitive data, 

the immunity of the state does apply. 

Professional diplomats usually fall under 

the exception of national security. They are 

normally not employed at the Embassy but 

appointed by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs 

of the sending state. Obviously, the court 

cannot check whether this plea was made 

justly without violating state immunity.

Locally recruited personnel

If a conflict arises regarding an employment 

contract of a locally recruited employee, 

the regional court can render a judgment. 

Frequently, there are legal proceedings 

before Dutch courts regarding labour 

disputes in which Embassies are involved. 

Case law shows that in principle, Dutch 

courts rule that Embassies do not enjoy 

immunity in labour disputes. This means 

that the court will apply Dutch employment 

law when it renders judgment. As regards 

the execution of a judgment, a judgment 

can in principle not be executed, because 

the buildings and bank accounts of 

Embassies are inviolable and therefore not 

subject to execution.

Social security

Mandatory social security insurance is 

closely connected with employment law. 

Mandatory social security insurance is not 

a tax and, therefore, contributions must 

be paid. If one is subject to the mandatory 

social security insurance, one must also 

fulfill the obligations of social security 

insurance, such as following reintegration 

rules in the event of sickness. These rules 

can differ from country to country.

Disputes and immunity

What happens if the Embassy or Consulate 

does not fulfill its obligations? In principle, 

in the event of private actions the law of the 

host country will apply. We advised several 

Embassies in disputes regarding what 

law applies to their contracts. The Dutch 

court often ruled that the Embassy’s action 

concerned must be qualified as a private 

action which was not subject to immunity.
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Does immunity for instance apply if an 

Embassy leaves the bill of an office supply 

store unpaid, and what law should then 

be applied? This can be seen as an acta 

iure gestionis, so there is no immunity and 

therefore Dutch law applies. If parties fail to 

reach a settlement, legal proceedings can be 

initiated against the Embassy if necessary. 

Please note that if an Embassy appears at 

a court session and does not immediately 

invoke immunity, the Embassy is considered 

to have waived its immunity. 

If the office supply store of our example 

wins the legal proceedings, i.e. the Embassy 

is ordered to pay the bill, the matter will 

not necessarily be over. The office supply 

store will want to execute the verdict. 

However, this might not be easy, since there 

are specific rules concerning execution of 

judgments. 

According to the aforementioned UN 

Convention on Jurisdictional Immunities 

of States and Their Property (2004), 

starting point is that Embassies enjoy 

immunity when it comes to the execution 

of a judgment. However, this immunity only 

applies to goods that the Embassy needs for 

its mission. Therefore, the buildings and the 

bank account of the Embassy are inviolable 

and thus not subject to execution. The 

office supply store thus has to seize other 

Embassy’s belongings.

A state is expected to cooperate when it 

comes to the enforcement of a judgment. 

After all, diplomatic relations are based on 

mutual respect. If an Embassy refuses to 

fulfill its obligations, the claimant does not 

have any legal coercive measures. An option 

may be to report the refusal to comply with 

a judgment to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs 

that maintains relations with the diplomatic 

community. 

The Ministry of Foreign Affairs could also 

declare a diplomat persona non grata. This 

could be done as an (international) sanction 

for not abiding by the law or when the 

diplomat has performed criminal activities. 

Conclusion

The immunity of Embassies, diplomats and 

their families is not unlimited. However, 

even if there is no diplomatic immunity 

involved, inviolability may still apply. When 

disputes involving immunity arise, it is 

advisable to get assistance from a lawyer 

who is experienced in dealing with these 

complex matters.
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#MeToo and other 
unacceptable 
behaviour

In the past months, the potential (sexual) 

harassment at, inter alia, talent show The 

Voice of Holland and football club Ajax has 

been in the spotlight extensively. (Sexual) 

harassment, bullying, discrimination, etc., 

can happen at any company, including 

Embassies, even if this is not always 

reported. 

The media mainly focuses on the fact that 

the alleged perpetrators can be criminally 

prosecuted. However, as employer, your 

Embassy must do everything in its power 

to ensure a safe work environment and 

to prevent, inter alia, harassment from 

occurring at your Embassy. Failure to do 

so can mean significant damage not only 

to the victims, but also to your Embassy. 

Your Embassy can be held liable for 

(psychological) damage suffered by the 

victim. Not to mention reputational damage, 

increased absenteeism, etc. 

It is thus very important for your Embassy 

to take action. Does your Embassy have 

and enforce a clear (sexual) harassment 

policy, so that employees know exactly 

what behaviour will and be tolerated and 

what not? Does this policy include a clear 

complaints procedure with concrete 

deadlines, the sanctions that apply in case 

of violation of the rules, and the designation 

of a confidential advisor? Does your Embassy 

inform your employees (regularly) about how 

they are expected to behave? 

If the answer to one of the above questions 

is no, your Embassy will have to take action! 

We will be happy to assist you with this, to 

avoid, inter alia, reputational damage. You 

can send us an email or give us a call to 

discuss your situation confidentially. 

Please note: Should your Embassy be 

confronted with a notification regarding 

(sexual) harassment from one of your 

employees, customers or whoever and you 

need any help, you can, of course, also 

reach out to us. We will gladly assist you. 

Yours sincerely,

Russell Advocaten

Jan Dop, Head of Embassy Desk

jan.dop@russell.nl / embassydesk.nl

+31 20 301 55 55



Where legal issues
are not an issue.
Russell Advocaten is a full-service law firm. 
We provide legal assistance in a broad range 
of fields: corporate law, business formation 
and reorganization, real estate and lease law, 
employment law and commercial litigation. 
Please contact us with your legal issues.

russell.law
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